This paper is concerned with the creative process involved in making a "computer assisted composition". It follows the relationship to the technologies used, from the point of view of the communication between composer and electronic machine. It offers a perspective on the relation between the act of "programming" and the act of "composing". From this point of view, it compares the current state of the creative process with the situation at the time of the first computer-assisted realizations.
Introduction
The existence of musical works making use of computational technology is logically connected with the attainment of a necessary level of technological development. The related algorithmic or otherwise formally developed compositional thinking, however, appears much earlier in the history of Western music. Its formulation began during the development of polyphony, whose complexity grew in relation to the flowering of notation. Notation is a symbolic representation of music and a specific kind of abstraction. Its existence allows conceptual manipulation of the composition's constitutive elements. The resultant compositional methods are then a demonstration of rules, procedures and various other attempts to formalize compositional thought. Procedures and rules state how a result can be achieved. In this way, they are of an algorithmic nature. That is why some researchers point to the relation between "computer-assisted composition" (CAC) 1 and compositional practice from the beginnings of composed (primarily Western) music as such. For this same reason, they propose the term "Algorithmic Music Composition (AMC) instead of CAC. Unfortunately, AMC […] does not contain the word 'computer'. (Interestingly, I like this omission since AMC includes those non-computer composers who throughout history have used paper algorithmic composing techniques; for example, the use of 13 th century isorhythm in France, […] and so on.)". 2 We can view the compositional practice of Guillaume de Machaut or Phillipe de Vitry as a mark of rationalization, as well as belief in the effect of following compositional rules (even at the cost of conflict with the text being set). We should also mention the instructively normative position of Johann Joseph Fux's famous treatise, Gradus ad Parnassum. In the language of CAC discourse, this text presents a "rule-based" compositional system. The more exact the formulation of the rules; the "stricter" the counterpoint or other method -serialism being a typical example -the easier it is to formalize into the language of a machine.
Furthermore, CAC is defined as a category through reference to the fact that the computer "assists" only in certain parts of the compositional process, chosen by the composer. A typical mode of "assistance" is the distribution of composed parameters using methods that are impossible to realize without a computer, or would prove unnecessarily demanding and/or time consuming. "When doing computer-aided composition […] composers decide which compositional parts or aspects of the music the computer generates, and which parts are composed manually." 10 Furthermore, the emphasis is on the formal parameters of the composition. In the words of the co-author of many influential programs in recent years: "CAC systems focus on the formal structure of music". 
Free Stochastic Music Program
The Free Stochastic Music Program (SMP or SM) was created by Iannis Xenakis in 1962. 14 SMP is based on the concept of stochastic music, presented by Xenakis already in 1958. 15 The logic in the operations of SMP are shown schematically in Fig. 1 , the form of the output in Fig. 2 . The composer can work with parameters such as the density of a section of the piece (number of notes per second), the average duration of a tone or section, or the speed and density of a glissando. First came the concept, then a schematic plan of the computation, which was then transferred into programming language. 16 Where the possibility of transcription was unavailable, the composer had to perform it himself. 18 The only input one could give the program was the number of events-steps, the distance between sound events ("entry delay"), tempo and, finally, the amount of randomness ("random number"). The amount of randomness influenced the choice of rule applied to the composition's formation. The rules were based on serial methods, which were implemented in the program as "model". The author of the "model" was G. M. Koenig. Further versions of the program were developed later. 19 The output from the program was alphanumerical. 21 Robert Baker wrote it with the assistance of L. Hiller (author of Illiac Suite for String Quartet). The software offered stochastic processes and serial compositional rules worked out in great detail. The serial rules were derived from P. Boulez's work.
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Its "universality" consisted in also making use of the rules of tonal harmony. Apart from that, it remained an image of the methods that its creators considered note-worthy. The output was at first alphanumerical, but for the realization of Computer Cantata (L. Hiller, 1963) , it was possible to connect the computer to another machine and receive output in the form of electronic sound. 
The models were Structures, livre I, 1952; Structures, livre II, 1961. Music, 1964, vol. 3, no. 1, p. 62-90. 3. 4. Closing Remarks on the Nature of the First "Assistants"
Perspectives of New
Programs like SMP or Projekt 1 were created in the 1960s and presented as illustrations of the starting point of CAC. The standard procedure involved choosing or formulating a compositional intention, the creation of a method and plan for the piece, in short, creating a concept. The following formalization into the language of the machine was a complicated process. Its length was usually in the range of months. The result is a compositional tool that can offer "assistance". No such "assistant" was universal. It could only accomplish those tasks that the composer taught it while writing the program. If the composer was unsatisfied with the assistant, it was necessary to repeat the lengthy process. Here, the act of composing preceded the act of programming, and the mutual interaction between these activities was minimal or nil.
With a certain amount of simplification, we can say that the creative process corresponded to the model given:
The composer could check the results on the basis of the output. These were generally alphanumerical; an automatic transcription into conventional notation was rarely available.
24 Sonic reproduction through the use of synthesis was a process whose length was in the range of hours. Programs, and also computers, were not interactive in today's sense of the word. In general, we can say that in the 1950s and 60s, "to create a sound […] 
Moment Two, The Development of CAC: User Interfaces and Interactive Communication
The second half of the 1980s saw the creation of the first CAC programs that functioned as "programming environments". They followed the lead of the music editors of the time, which used the so-called Common Music standard, 26 as well as making use of "object-oriented programming" 27 and programming languages such as Smalltalk.
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A "programming environment" is a program for creating programs. In principle, they 34 The individual steps undertaken by the composer in the creation of his own tools were visualized on the work screen as mutually interconnected object-boxes. The objects provided outputs, thanks to which the composer could control the individual phases of the process. The outputs could be in conventional notation or a different mode of representation, and it was possible to immediately play them back. Work space with objects, cf. Fig. 3 .
A group of objects created its own program inside the program, which became known as a "patch" within PatchWork. The software communicated through a clear graphical Computer Music Journal, 1985, vol. 9, no. 4, p. 8-26. 34 ASSAYAG, Gérard -RUEDA, Camilo (et.alii). Computer -Assisted Composition at IRCAM: from PatchWork to OpenMusic. Computer Music Journal, 1999, vol. 23, no. 3, p. 59. interface and used a principle known as visual programming, which can be used by nonexperts (non-programmers) as well.
PatchWork, like other subsequent programs, can also be controlled by an expert programming language in order to further expand its possibilities. Computer Music Journal, 1999, vol. 23, no. 3, p. 61. Quite apart from this line of development, a number of other programs were written at his time, like Common Music (1991). 35 Their communication with the user is on the borders of a visual language like PatchWork and a programming language that is out of the layman's reach. The output can be played back or visualized in conventional notation within the program, or after exporting to another computer application. 
3. Closing Remarks on the Current Prototypes
Visual programming creates a specific language on the edges of traditional representations of musical structures and a programming language. This also makes it more difficult to separate the acts of "programming" and "composing". Thanks to the interactive nature of the programming environments being created, it is possible to verify the individual steps leading to the creation of a compositional tool immediately. The verification can have practically any form, including conventional notation and playback by the computer.
A tool for future assistance can be created on the computer itself. The necessity of creating a concept before approaching the work with the computer is thus eliminated.
The Present of CAC
The terms "patch" and "visual programming" represent principles on which most contemporary CAC programs are based, functioning as "object-oriented visual programming environments" or "visual languages". Among the most popular are "OpenMusic -objectoriented visual programming environment for Music Composition, Analysis and Research", 36 developed since 1997 at IRCAM, or the "visual programming environment called PWGL" An example of the work space illustrates the manner of working, cf. Fig. 4 . To use them, the composer can use visual programming, as well as expert programming methods. A popular programming paradigm, which is made available by visual programming, is so-called "constraint programming". 38 It is usually used in "rule-based" composition, 39 whose users often point out the existence of similar concepts -that is concepts based on strict adherence to rules -in pre-modern or otherwise distant times. Journal, 2010, vol. 34, no. 2, p. 8-24. 40 SANDRED, Örjan. Approaches to Using Rules as a Composition Method. Contemporary Music Review, 2009, vol. 28, no. 2, p.149-165. For completeness' sake, we should also mention other programs such as PureData (1997), 41 which can also be used for multimedia work, or MAX, in which the "BACHComputer-assisted Composition in Max" (2010) program is currently being developed.
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The contemporary programs listed here also provide most of the available methods of sound synthesis. 
1. Symbolic Representation, Rhythm Trees and "Maquettes" of the Composition
Research into symbolic representations of music offered several new forms. This is particularly true of treatments of musical time. An example is the concept of a Rhythm Tree. 43 It represents a specific formalization of proportional expression. It offers a new method of composing, developed by computer science, cf. Fig. 5 . This research has also led to new forms of control of the musical structure being composed. From among the many options, we should mention the representation of relations between individual compositional parameters through the use of two-or threedimensional graphs. Furthermore, there is the option of creating "maquettes" of the composition. A maquette offers complex control when connecting various constructive elements within the piece, cf Fig. 6 . 
2. Composition as Interactive Communication with the Machine
Since the end of 1980s, CAC is no longer an area with only a few characteristic works. On the contrary, it is a pluralistic environment containing both stylistically defined approaches and any number of stylistic fusions. 44 One of the causes of this situation is that today's programming environments are neutral or universal environments with a user interface, which communicates through an easy-to-use "visual language". They are developed as non-commercial products within research projects, they are free, and the computer is a readily available consumer good.
With a view to the creative process, we can say that the method of contemporary CAC is "to experiment with musical concepts and intuitions, to implement models, to actualize musical ideas using computer instruments and formalisms". 45 The term "model" provides a relationships and ties between the composed parameters and that which determines "what" and "based on what" to compose. Experimenting with the musical concept, one's intuition and the actualization of the musical idea can be interactive, the individual steps can be tested individually, in real time. The program offers one the option of judging, at any moment, the partial or any other result through playback or representation in a relatively wide range of options. Using these features of contemporary CAC programming environments, the compositional process takes the form of an interactive dialogue with the machine. The composer proposes a method and the computer realizes it. The composer assesses the result. If the result is unsatisfactory, they adjust the method, and the cycle repeats. Interactive communication can replace the -previously indispensableformulation of the concept. The concept can be absent, or it is possible to find it during the communication with the machine. Or interactive communication itself can become a concept, as in the case of "composition through interactive models". 46 A "model", in this sense, is a constellation of constraining conditions and rules, which can change in the process of dialogue. "The machine generates one or more solutions. Being confronted with these, the composer becomes aware of aesthetic problems and refines the rule system. The musical result is optimised through repeating this loop of interaction between man and machine". vol. 1 (2006), vol. 2 (2008), vol. 3 (2016) 
Conclusion
The nature of composition with the assistance of a computer has, over the course of its existence, transformed in relation to the development of the technology in current use. This can be seen as the "technological" nature of CAC. This makes CAC specifically a product of the second half of the 20 th century. The programs used represent tools that form the musical structure, which are formulated by compositional methods with varying degrees of precision. These finally have to be clearly formalized into the language of the machine, so that they can be realized entirely mechanically. In the first CACs, created in the late 50s and early 60s, the difference between the formulation of a method and the ensuing formalization into the language of the machine was recognizable, despite the fact that the knowledge that the piece would finally be realized by a computer could, logically, have an influence on the creation of the concept. Generally, however, we can say that the act of programming followed the compositional act, that is the choice or creation of a method and the ensuing creation of a detailed plan of the entire composition. The creation or choice of method was the main part of the work's conception. The entire concept had to exist as a whole even before beginning work with the computer itself. Then followed a formalization into the language of the machine, which encompasses a programming act and which was usually an extensively time-consuming process, taking up to several months.
The contemporary practice, extant since the late 1980s, is different, or rather, the ordering of the individual steps is unnecessary, thanks to technological developments. Work can begin without preparation, and directly with the computer. The formulation of the concept can take place within the interactive dialogue with the machine. Within this dialogue, one can verify one's steps throughout the process, and thereby correct the direction of the work. To this end, one can choose to display partial or other results in any representation or form, including conventional notation or playback. This process is simplified by the intuitive nature of contemporary CAC "object-oriented visual programming environments", which create a specific language on the borders of traditional representations of musical structures and a programming language. Discriminating between the act of "programming" and "composing" as a series of separate activities that follow one after another is impossible in the case of contemporary CAC.
